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U.S. aids Cambodia offensive
SAIGON (AP) About 10,000 South
Vietnamese troops have launched a new
campaign in Cambodia with full U.S. air
combat support to clean out enemy
border sanctuaries, Saigon officials said
last night.
The operation has been in full swing
for about a week but no major fighting
has been reported so far.
The officials reported the drive would
provide a fresh screen for American
troops now being withdrawn from
Vietnam and would pave way for an
announcement by President Nixon in
April of additional cutbacks beyond those
already disclosed.
Others saw the move simply as an
opportunity for I.t. Gen. Do Cao Tri. an
aggressivefield commander, to deliver

Troops move fo dear enemy hideouts
new blows to North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong forces.
TRI LED the major South Vietnamese
incursions into Cambodia last May and
June that destroyed enemy bases and
were credited with speeding an earlier
phase of American troop withdrawals
from the war tone.
U.S. ground troops took part in that
operation but are now barred by
Washington legislation from entering
Cambodia.
One official said the South Viet-

namese are going back through sanctuaries bordering South Vietnam's 3rd
military region "to be sure we haven't
missed anything that would endanger the
withdrawal of U.S. troops."
Tri commands the 3rd military
region, which Includes Saigon and 11
surrounding provinces, and shares 331
miles of border with Cambodia.
About 20,000 U.S. combat troops are
being withdrawn from the 3rd military
region in the next three month*.
This leaves only about 5,000 U.S.
combat troops plus support forces in a

region once the prime responsibility of
the Americans.
About 7,500 South Vietnamese troops
already in Cambodia were Joined by 2,500
fresh troops sent across the border.
OFFICIALS SAID the United States
was providing full helicopter, gunship,
medical evacuation helicopter and
logistics support. They also are providing
B52 Stratofortresses and tactical fighterbombers as required, they added.
Elements of three North Vietnamese
and Viet Cong divisions, although in

Cambodia, are within a few days striking
distance of Tri's 3rd military region.
Tri apparently is trying to keep the
enemy off balance until the rainy season
begins in June, when maneuvering and
supplying is difficult.
The rainy season extends until next
November and thus would buy time for
thousands more American troops to
withdraw.
Officals said the South Vietnamese
would move up to 10 miles across the
border on the new drive.
The allied commands in Saigon,

without saying which side held the
initiative, reported stepped up fighting In
South Vietnam's northern and central
sectors for a third day.
MOST OF THE action Involved small
unit, guerrilla-type clashes or enemy
shelllngs of U.S. and South Vietnamese
bases.
U.S. B52 heavy bombers and smaller
tactical bombers kept up the incessant
pounding of the Ho Chi Minn trail in
southern Laos.
They extended their saturation
bombing through its 117th day In the
effort to stem the flow of North Vietnamese men and munitions through Laos
to Cambodia and South Vietnam.

Trustees say deadline
shouldn't be vote factor
By Damon Beck
Issue Editor
Two members of the University Board
of Trustees said yesterday that the
pressure of a deadline should not have
been a major factor in electing a student
to sit on the Board.
Delmont D. Brown, secretary of the
Board, and R.C. Winxeler ST., both said
the Board members expected a student
to be seated at one of the next meetings,
but that if an effective process to elect a
representative could not have been found
it time, they would have seen It as a
legitimate delay.
"I would rather they had taken more
time if it was needed," Winzeler said. "A
30 day wait wouldn't have hurt anyone."
Brown said he didn't think the election
system was "a very good one" but he
didn't know how "you could go about
electing a student that would be truly
representative."

H«wipKoto by Morcy Loni

WINTER IS a lonely time of the year - especially on those long,
cold walks across the open campus as the bitter north wind
howls through the trees, bringing with it the snow and freezing
temperatures that are so much a part of the Bowling Green
winter.

BROWN SAID that the current controversy was a student problem and it
would have to be resolved by the
students.
Both men also said the screening
committee controversy over seating a
student would not hamper their relations
with the student representative.
"The problems do not surprise me one
bit," Winzeler said.
"This is new
business -the students' business-and
whenever you try something new, you
will have troubles at the beginning."
"You have to start somewhere," he
said, "and when you get all the bugs out,

everything will be all right."
Winzeler emphasized that every
student should have the right to be able to
vote on who should be the non-voting
student representative.
"I would be unhappy if only a small
number of students voted," he said. "I
don't think it is possible for a student to
be representative of the entire student
body if only a small number of that
student body turn out to vote."

ART TOALSTON, who headed the
Group Action for
Students (GAS)
committee to seat a student on the Board,
said that the rush to find a student by the
Feb. 5 deadline was the major factor for
the screening controversy and that
"Student Council went blindly ahead with
the screening and blew it."
Toalston also said he blamed himself
and his committee for "dropping out of
the picture" after the Board said it would

Appeals board hears
student trustee case
By Terence P. Cochran
Staff Reporter
A court suit filed by two students to
invalidate the recent election to seat a
student on the Board of Trustees will
be heard by the University Board of
Appeals.
An organizational meeting of the
Board of Appeals will be held Friday.
The Board's chairman, however, is
unsure he will have any Jurisdiction over
the dispute.
Dr. James Wright, acting chairman ol
the Board, said he doubts he will have
any power to act until Student Court
makes some sort of decision on the
matter.
"The University Board of Appeals is

Just that," he explained, "an appeals
board. No case of this sort has ever been
brought before it - there has been no
previous ruling."
DR. WRIGHT said the Board of Appeals has not been convened for any case
in more than a year. It consists of live
members, including faculty, students
and administrators.
The suit, filed last Friday by Manfred
Dobbeck, Junior (BA), and Jan Weber,
sophomore (Ed.), was appealed to the
Board after the two discussed the matter
with Student Court Chief Justice, Frank
Pittman.
Pittman said he is in agreement with
a recent statement made by Dr. James
Bond, vice president of student affairs.

Low battery reading doesn't phase officials

Apollo speeds toward moon
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP) Apollo 14 sped on yesterday toward a
planned moon landing tomorrow despite
a low battery reading aboard the moon
lander. Officials said the matter was not
serious enough at present to affect the
landing.
The low reading was discovered
during a checkout of the lunar module,
but the astronauts, Alan B. Shepard Jr.
Edgar D. Mitchell and Stuart A Roosa,
went to sleep at midmornlng yesterday
without indicating any concern over the
subnormal battery gauging.
The potential trouble developed as the

command ship and the moon lander,
snubbed nose to nose, hurtled into the
gravitational Influence of the moon and
began picking up speed toward a rendezvous with the moon early today.
Even if the battery is found to be
faulty, it would pose no danger to the
astronauts. It would, however, force
cancellation of the moon landing.
MISSION CONTROL said the battery
is one of two on the ascent stage of Antares, the lunar module. These provide
electrical power for the craft while it
rockets the astronauts from the surface

By Rich Bergeman
News Editor
Only one week ago Mack Layne was
cautiously optimistic about the success of
his Falcon Transit System.
But now he's beaten. His yellow and
brown school bus will make its last run
around the campus this Saturday.
"I'm not happy at all that I have to
stop," he said in a tired voice. "I thought
it would be successful. I wouldn't have
started If I didn't."
Layne made the decision to discontinue the transit system with reluctance,
but he said there was nothing else ha
could do.

■(

•I'VE GONE f 15 in the hole every day
since I started," be explained. "If I was
breaking even I'd consider keeping it
going, but I can t afford to go Into the hole

of the moon and back to a rendezvous
with the mother ship.

Landing 'go'
As The News went to press last night,
Mission Control in Houston announced
that a questionable battery In Apollo 14 s
moon ship has checked eat okay and the
go-ahead has been given for a landing
Friday.
"If the situation stays as it is, we will
attempt the landing," Flight Director
M.P. Frank said.

But he added : "We have to have both
batteries to commit to a landing. If the
battery has degraded to a point where
we have no confidence in it, then that
would be a no-go situation."
THE BATTERY reading was
discovered while Shepard and Mitchell
tested the lunar module systems, Frank
said.
Space agency officials said the
astronauts would have to again turn on
Antares' electrical systems. The suspect
battery would be isolated on a circuit

and current drawn from it to see what
would happen to the voltage.
Meanwhile Apollo 14 zips ever faster
as it nears the moon. It whips around the
lunar backside early today at 5,503 miles
per hour and the astronauts fire a rocket
at 2:01 a.m. EST to slow the craft and
settle it into the moon's gravitational
embrace. The pull of earth's gravity had
slowed It to a speed of 1,600 m.p.h.
Four hours later, In a 69-bylH mile
orbit, another rocket firing pushes the
spaceship to within 11.5 miles of the moon
lurface.

Mack Layne's optimism sours;
transit system makes last run
every day like that."
Layne started his bus schedule leas
than two weeks ago. He had bought the
vehicle from a distnibutor in Oregon, O.,
and succeeded in convincing City Council
that a bus was needed in Bowling Green.
He said a number of people tried to
discourage him, however. Seven years
ago the same type of system was tried
and it failed.
And now that his try has failed as well,
Layne feels the city may not be willing to

seat a student and leaving the screening
of candidates up to the Student Court
members.
"We figured they would be more
professional than they were, but they
acted like any other committee."
"If certain Student Court members
have something to go on when they say
the screening process was wrong, I don't
see why they don't file a complaint," he
said.

allow another attempt to be made.
ON HIS INITIAL ran, made Monday
of last week, his first customer of the day
was the only customer of the day. This
portended things to come.
"I had 220 passengers all last week,"
Layne said, "and I need about that many
a day to keep It going."
He thought the slow business that first
week was due to the students' lack of
similarity with toe bus stops and route,

out even with an established schedule
this week the customers have been too
few.
He said he took on only 16 riders
Tuesday and 19 Monday.
LAYNE THEN TRIED reducing the
fare to 10 cents for trips around the
campus, but even that netted only six
takers Tuesday.
That convinced him that it wasn't the
price of the fare that was keeping
students from using his bus, and he ran

that the case has to go to the Board of
Appeals for an impartial hearing.
All five members of the screening
committee who chose the three
prospective representatives were from
Student Court and were appointed by
Student Council, Pittman said.
"This is almost a statement by both
groups that their decisions were valid,"
he added. "I don't see how the court
could make a decision on the suit now."
JAN WEBER said the suit consisted
of three basic charges: 1) The screening
committee was not representative
because it was appointed by Student
Council, rather than being elected, and
all those selected were Student Court
members.
2) The student representative to the
Board of Trustees was to have become an
ex-officlo member of Student Council.
This would automatically rule out Joe
Jerome, already a member of Council,
since he would be holding two offices at
the same time.
3) ACCORDING TO an amendment to
the Student Council platform, no one Is
allowed to become a council member
through methods different from those by
which others became members. An exofficio member, getting his seat by being
elected to the Board of Trustees, would
be in violation of this rule.
Jan said, "We more or less have
dumped the whole thing In the lap of the
Board of Appeals and Dr. Wright.
Anything that happens is totally
dependent on them now."
She said Dr. Wright explained It was
the first time any one had come to the
Board with a case of original Jurisdiction.

out of ideas.
He made It known to the downtown
merchants that the system was failing,
but although It was the merchants who
had been most enthusiastic about a bus
service they had no suggestions to offer.
"The thing is it'll get worse when the
warm weather comes," Layne said.
"You'd expect the best business to be In
weather like this."
LAYNE HAS BEEN driving five
hours a day during the week, and nine
hours on Thursdays, Fridays snd
Saturdays. He bad hoped to make the
transit system successful so he could go
back to school and get his masters.
But nine hours is a long day when
you're losing money, Layne said.
And now he has this yellow and brown
bus in bis drive-way with no ideas yet
about what to do with it.
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the fear of progress

plea bargaining
The current controversy over plea bargaining In the
Bowling Green police scandal trials have re opened an old
can of worms.
Plea bargaining negotiations between the prosecutor
and defense counsel over reduced charges In exchange for
a guilty plea-has gone on for some time and Is upheld by
the Supreme Court as acceptable practice.
But that doesn't make It right.
Under plea bargaining the law doesn't appear to be
concerned with the actual crime the defendant committed.
It is interested, instead. In what crime can be
negotiated, true or not, and It can be a real hit and miss
operation.
Defense attorneys go along with these deals because
their first consideration Is to get their clients off as easily
as possible.
The prosecutor wants to make the deal because he'd
rather not put up with a lengthy trial with the always
crowded court docket. A guilty plea doesn't involve a trial
at all, just sentencing.
But justice is often distorted in such a case.
Either the defendant did something criminal and I*
tried and sentenced for it, or he did not do anything
criminal and should not be cowed or Intimidated into
pleading guilty to anything.
Plea bargaining is not something all defendants understand, and negotiations usually take place between the
lawyers, with the defendant taking the advice of his attorney.
But before taking this advice, the defendant should
know that when he enters a guilty plea to a reduced charge
he loses his right to appeal. He should also be aware that
the deal Is not binding on the judge, and he may receive a
sentence more stringent than the prosecutor promised.

bag-of-tricks
The President presented his annual economic message
to Congress last Monday. It's a wonder the legislators
didn't tall in the aisles laughing at AAr. Nixon's rosecolored glasses and cringe at his risky proposition.
The Chief Executive's cure for current Inflation and
unemployment is the Keyneslan principle of stimulating
production and the circulation of money. According to Mr.
Nixon, the country will be back on Its feet again the first of
IV72 although economists say this is impossible.
The President's optimism toward the Inflation problem
is just another Nixon ace in the hole that is designed to
make a losing president look like a winning candidate.
There is a strong possibility the Keyneslan theory will
increase or stabilize inflation rather than curtail it. The
entire 1972 election may depend on the outcome of the
president's risky economic decision.
Running behind the President's "American
Revolution" message, the new economic proposal is
perhaps the greatest chance Mr. Nixon has ever taken
while in office and it may be his last chance.
The President's sudden liberal policies and concern for
the nation is a little late in his term and right on time for
his reelection campaign.
One
more
Richard
"Revolutionary" Nixon proposal only means one more
effort to avoid the war issue and establish the good guy
president image that Mr. Nixon is In desperate need of.
What will be pulled out next from the President's bag
of tricks?

There Are No U.S. Ground Forces On Cambodian Soil'

ByCiedySeopl.
Aii't EdlUrial Editor

like, "Hey, let's cross that river cause
it's getting crowded in Boston."
Somebody else may have started a
campaign centered around the fact that
the Eastern portion of the States had
troubles enough of Its own and a slogan
like, "Stay East, God wants it that way",
may have originated.
Nevertheless, that mighty river was
crossed and I hear development in the
West is successful.
It wasn't an
"American" or a "Russian" who decided
to make the first hip west. It was a man
who Just had to sell the majority of his
possessions, put his family in a wagon
whose speed doesn't compare to a spacecraft's, and encounter Indians who were
not so forgotten in those days and
famines that were not susceptible to
arouse public interest through the media.
What kind of a man would take such a
risk? Probably the same kind of men

who travel in spacecrafts but are called
astronauts rather the pioneers.
The curiousi ty of man has sent him on
explorations throughout history. Now
that every acre of earth land has been
discovered and recorded on maps, man's
curiosity is carrying him off the earth
and into the uncharted galaxies.
It cannot be denied that the space
program is costing a large amount of
money. But the objection that billions of
dollars are beings wasted and lost in a
forbidden world is an absurd misconception of the purpose of the program'.
The exploration into space is an Investment that may one day prove to be
the most profitable portion of the
economy ever spent by the government.
It doesn't take a mathematical
statistician or an eco-f reak to realize that
the world population Is growing and
natural resources are limited. We may

need that green cheese blob in the sky
some day for more than Just museum
rock samples.
Flights to the moon are hardly
premature in their efforts to find a "back
room" for the world's population to file
into and a storeroom where some additional resources can be obtained.
As for the "God who does not want us
to go there" argument, I think there was
some commandment revolving around
the killing of human beings as opposed
to Thou shall not explore foreign lands
and planets. War costs money also.
Dead bodies can hardly be called Investments.
The thought of living on some planet in
space may seem unlikely and hard to
digest now. But so was the thought of a
televised walk on the moon ter ears ago.
Progress may be hard to s» iwbutwe
shouldn't fear it

"The space program is draining the
American economy and coating taxpayers millions of dollars that could have
been spent on poverty, pollution and
peace."
"It's ridiculous to keep sending men
into space. They look at rocks, bring
them back to earth and place them into
glass cases in museums while ticker-tape
parades honor the returning heroes."
"Our race with the Russians is a
costly and absurd adventure that is
promoting our egos rather than our space
program. Now that we lead in the race to
space, we have become big-headed and
do not know where to quit. How many
more planets will we spend billions of
dollars on only to scrounge around and
establish the fact that it would be impossible for an earthly creature to survive the temperatures and foreign at- 'YOU'RE QUITE RIGHT, SIR. WE ARE DIRTY. ODIOUS. REPULSIVE. FILTHY KIDS—WFVE BEEN
mospheres ' '
CLEANING UP THE OIL SUCK IN THE BAY!'
"How many more "Great Leaps for CO0£VitxKi*tlO#
Mankind' is it going to take before we
realize the trouble at home has to be
taken care of before we even begin to
think of space ventures?
"If God wanted us to explore the solar
system or leave the planet earth, He
would have told us so."
And so goes the anti-space arguments
that are especially pronounced at a time
when three men are actually in the
process of spending these wasteful
billions toward this God-forsaken and
egotistical land of Captain Venus and
Susie Saturn.
America has had its internal
problems since her birth although I
can't recall any mention of a "Go to the
Moon" program in the early nineteenth
century that would detract attention
from our country's early deomestic
problems.
There is some reference however to a
"Go West Young Man" adventure that
was popular throughout the early 1800's.
Somebody must have said something

(-our man hoppe-

news
Lerrers

the new

'71 n/xon

pride in the flag
Today I received my Fall, 1971 Key
edition and was appalled at what I found
within its covers. I do not believe the
American Flag belongs in the gutter, or
as a resting place for tennis shoes. Has
patriotism completely disappeared from
the
American
college
scene?
I, for one, still have some pride in
"Old Glory", no matter how our country
strays In its beliefs. I am one of the few
people who still sing the "Star Spangled
Banner" at athletic events. Maybe I am
in the minority, but I don't think so. To
see the American Flag so disrespectfully
treated in the yearbook makes me very

sad. In fact I violently object to the UnAmericanness of the whole idea.
If the Black students on campus can
get together and have an "objectionable"
picture removed from the pages of the
Key, I think those of us with some appreciation for what our flag has gone
through should protest this abasement of
one of the symbols of American freedom.
I, for one, protest.
JayneThurber
322Dunbar
Nick Herman
432 Anderson

comment-student council
The time has come for us to quit oeing
led around as puppets by Student
Council. I'm sure that Council President
Coate is well aware that the conflict
concerning the election of the student
representative to the Board of Trustees is
not merely a government-newspaper
clash. He must realize that to force the
election and the three unknowns upon us
contributes to the alienation of the
student government from the student
body.
I stand tx hind The IMI N us in its
ti> nmktnn the election as in.iinl UMloubtrdl) those responsible for
"ililishing Tiie News have enough
.HIMIMM sins,' nut to fabricate any
•m rents nn an important matter such
is iins Sn. assiuninu thai The IMi News
•• i-nrtwt In its repnrtinc, the screening
nuiiiittec liml next to nothing to do with
Ksinx the . a'xIulaU-s.
Therefore
'i Hour mi .tinl. nt ( nuiH-il must havi
' '-kill Uii'» Mini names nut of a hat.
I'II-U

Should the screening committee have
picked the candidates, would things be
any different? The committee consisted
of fire members of Student Court. How
do these numbers receive their Jobs?
Student Council appointment, naturally.
It is perfectly natural for this rubberof council to choose the can-

Odd, Isn't it, that two names were
completely unknown to most people
while the third was Joe Jerome, member
of Student Council? Jerome's name has
been in the BG News quite a few times in
regard to Student Council activities.
Something looks fishy.Could it be that, on
the principle that if people have heard
only one name before they will vote for
the only one they know, the upper echelon
that was responsible for getting Jerome's
name on the ballot was merely trying to
put a member of Student Council through
as the student advisor to the Board of
Trustees?
Since the Student Council is
"lepresentotlve" of the student body,
shouldn't he be elected? Since I came
here in September, I have not heard of a
general election to Student Council. If
there are any freshmen on the Council, I
knew nothing about, and heard nothing
about, the election. I dont feel it was due
to my own ignorance, though. I have
kept up with Council proceedings. Or
were any froth who are on Council
named for us before we came to campus
this
fall?
We have lived without a student
representative on the Board of Trustees
for many years now. I cent see where
one or two more months will hurt us.
Brian Burke

BUM

By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
"Good evening, sir. Welcome to the
first public showing of our new '71 Nixon.
Could I interest you in a demonstration?"
"Well, I don't know. I bought the '68
model. At first I liked it. It was solid.
smooth running and quiet. Handled like
a dream. Very steady on the road."
"Something went wrong with It?"
"Yes, last fall it suddenly began to
sputter and backfire and emit strange
loud noises, the kind that make you
queasy. I thought the muffler had fallen
off."
"Oh, that, sir. Confidentially, that
was due to the Spiro Supercharger on
that particular model. It tended to
overheat. But it won't cause you any
more trouble. We've silenced it in the
71."
"Silenced It? Won't that affect the
overall performance?"
"So far, sir, no one's even noticed.
We've also replaced the Hickel governor.
It tended to be abrasive. And the
Moynihan fuel injection system has been
eliminated as too costly. But you'll love
the new Connaliy alternator. It can go
either way.
"We admit there were bugs in the
early models, sir. But didn't you like the
'52. And that New Nixon you brought out

in '60. I was surprised it wasn't a winner."
'Frankly, it didn't perform well on
television. We should have re-tooled
more extensively for that '62 Californian
model."
"Boy, was that a lemon! But I
remember how sad I was when you
announced you were going out of
production. 'You won't have a Nixon to
drive around any more,' you said."
"Well, sir, the pubuY demanded we
bring it back. Completely redesigned, of
course. Now if you'd like to take a look at
the 71..."
"I don't know. To tell the truth, I'm
thinking of holding off till 7J and maybe
switching to the Kennedy line or even one
of those four-wheel drive Muskie
Huskies."
"What, sir? You, a loyal Nixon buyer,
in one of those flashy sports cars? Or an
experimental, untested North Woods
vehicle? Just take a look at this all-new
71 Nixon, here. Notice the friendly,
smiling grill, the sincere headlights, the
ski-Jump hood ornament, the wavey roof
lines. The new. New, NEW 71 Nixon!"
"That's funny. It looks exactly like
every Nixon I ever bought."
"Exactly, sir. We don't design for
obsolescence. When we get a model that
sells, we stick with it"
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Aid issue uncertain

no bearing on the fund's in- left off any future ballot.
"I think student governstitution.
The proposal called for a ment should assume this is a
The outcome of the Student
tat Fund, a referendum Issue fund to be established to good idea and go ahead and
m last week's ballot, is still provide support for students institute it," he said. He
ascertain, but Art Toalston who cannot qualify for a suggested a plan similar to
hswor (BA), feels the issue Is scholarship on academic that used by the Key.
Each year the student body
grounds, but who could not
aHD alive.
Toalston, one of the remain in college without is sent a computer card with
their bills with which, by
original supporters of the monetary assistance.
land, said he felt the plan
Although he has heard no checking a box, they elect to
should be adopted "without negative feedback on the Idea, buy or not buy the yearbook.
In this manner the inworrying about the election." he believes the votes cast will
dividual student could decide
He said the lean voter support the plan.
Election results have not whether to donate a given
turnout last week should have
been
released pending amount to the fund.
Right now, Toalston
resolution of the student-onTwo Hesse sills
the-Board-of-Trustees con- reported, there are two main
areas of disagreement in
troversy.
ssablt ts chssis
Toalston added that he Student Council concerning
inatttution of the plan at
would ate to aw the
By James Goilford

Bowling Green.
The first area of conflict is
whether the money from the
Student Aid Fund should be
made available to middle
class students, or only to lower
income people.
Second, It must be decided
how the funds would be
distributed, that Is, whether
they should be grants, loans or
a combination of both.
Toalston favors the loan
idea because it would allow
the aid fund to grow.
"The first year, (based on
student donations) it would be
a small fund, but if you put it
into loans, the amount doesn't
stay stable, it builds," be

Majority systSSl

THE LATE DAY SUN struggles herd to warm
class goers as may make their chilly way past
the University saal. If s a little hard to believe

meaHl k» J.D. PMkw
mat aeon (r) we'll be shedding those woolens
and sunning ourselves near that very same
seal.

LIFE seeks reinstatement of witnesses
I IKK. (.in- cf the three
"cups testifying before the
'l"i.ii< Safety .mil licensing
. ..til hi block li' fusing of the
I ':ivi» 'letse Niiclciir Power
:iliiit,will ,i|.|« ;i! to the Board
•l- n.iay I., iave witnesses
.ni.slat.il who were acratn..I Iran tin proceedings
i.iuary 2!'.
The student group plans to
. all for reconsideration on the
grounds that bad weather and
'.(-l urn ute scheduling by the
'.oaril
prevented
the
i.i-eseiitat|iu' »f a block of their
uritnuaM
I.IKK (s one of the three
i i cups granted intervenor
■lulus to '. stiiy and cross.ainim Witnesses appearing
■ 'lure the Hoard, which inu>
Jclciinm. whetlier to license
Ji - pi'.'|».seil i.uelear facility
i-nr^k linrimr to be owned
tit by Iciiild Kdison
i • inn*)iv .i"d Cleveland
'■ i tie Illumination to
Hi- hearing have been
( c5M .I until >1'inday to
I'ICW the \tomic Energy
.11, lissim. U-.ni to prepare
ii Initial IrsUlUUBjr,
I.IKK stmleiit spok> Hm .
ii ki Evans, said tv- area
IIIKSM'* v,
* re
* unable
.((.■HIS *W
itnesses
to

testify due to last-minute
. heduling by the board, and a
third was detained Friday by
i severe snowstorm in the
ir.-H. ,

The Licensing Board
waitid for one half hour when
lie witnesses were not present
.■ml ruled to Ihsqualify them,
nling tu Miastvans.
In-. Krnest Sternglass,
. i nfessnr
"I
Radiation
1
l.ysi.s at UM- University of
■jtlsliurgh. and lh- Arthur
;.

II

pi i n.

Lawrence

.adiatinn. California, ap(.fined last Thursday on
iflialf cf LIKK. in the

•rings.

I >r ■ Sternglass has completed research on birth
•fects. leukemia -:ancer, and
infant nici'talil' ii'reases in
areas whei" ucktar bwiib
tests anil nui as* plants have
lieeu |ocat™i.
He &!>■' the Atomic Energy
i.inmirsion s radiation
•.Hilda hi 'or maximum
.•..a.. Bhvttj emmisions do
• t Uke into account ac'Ui "ilation of radiation in the
it'inispl ere
SU'rnglass called for «ro. leaac of radiation from
liavis-Hesse
,-.reposed
.. M>..'> •«

Black jazz artists come
for peri- mantes, talks
Music Incorporated, •quartet of black jazz artist
will be on campus Wednesday
through Saturday (Feb. 10-13)
for a series of performances,
lectures and "Tap sessions."
The group led by Charles
Tolliver, is being brought to
the University with the help of
a $1,000 grant from the
National Endowment of the
Arts in Washington D.C. The
grant was awarded to the
School of Music to support
campus visits by prominent
jazz musicians.
Also helping to finance the
visit is the Bowling Green
Kthnic Studies Department. A
third sponsor is the Black
Culture Week (Feb. 7-13)
committee,
which
has
arranged appearances for the
group at several special
events including a concert
with pop singer Roberta Falck
at 8 pjn. Wednesday Feb. 10.

' he first performance by
Mi ,ic Incorporated will be at
2 p.m. Wednesday in the Main
Auditorium of Univerr /
Hall. This will be a free public
concert.
Another public
concert is scheduled for 8 p.m.
Saturday in the Grand
Ballroom where they will
perform with the University's
Jazz lab Band.
An open rehearsal for the
Saturday night concert will be
held Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
the Recital Hall of the Music
Building. Rap sessions with
the members of the group are
scheduled from 10 ajn. to
noon on both Thursday and
Friday and from 1-3 p.m
Friday. The sessions are all
open to the public.
According to Wendell
Jones, instructor in music,
jazz is a rarity at Bowling
Green and he expects a great
deal of interest in the group
from School of Music students.

• in leai plant near Port
liniiiii. Ohio.
Dr Tamplln, outspoken
ritic of AEC's radiation
i .UK lards. started much of the
• (.ntroversy over the Stanlards last year. He has been
iiuiig studies for the AFC on
Mif effects «f nuclear dosage
I*I man.
Tamplin's calculations
In all mi leased radiation
\|Kisiiie ciiuld be responsible
..i as many as .'(2,000 ad(I- i.i cam i i and leukemia
•iiths annually He argued
'at the current safety
tandarda may or at least ten
'lines

IIKI

high

in. John (>olinan, his
.lleague.nl \l V's Uiwrenci

adiation IJIII. will also be
nbmitting untied testimony
I LlFF's behalf, ■ ,of man ami
..iiiiplin have eollaburated on
the research indicating the
madi-quacy »f the AF.C safety
'amlarils. (aifman is to point
il the failure uf the standards
l consider the process: of
>i dugical i c( i.ncciili aliini in
IUIII; urganisiiis.
Another witness for LIKE
Miss Dorothy Good, biology
"... her
front
Iterkely.
'K Mean Miss Good who has
vlastci s degree from
, •"' will dterUss the effects
HUM
(f W I'M'ls of
i. Ii. it ion alenc ami in ei.niiialiii'i with identicals in

.insiveryil.-i) environment.

Bartlett joins
mayor's race
Charles E. Bartlett. 45,
(owling Green City Coun< ilman and insurance agent,
mnuunced yesterday his
candidacy for the Republican
nomination for mayor of
.iwling Green.
Bartlett is presently serving as fourth ward counilinan and has previously
' ived nearly eight years as a
. ..uncilinan, Including service
n the second ward and
comicilman-at- large.
He has served as president
pro tempore of City Council
and as a member of all
-landing committees of the
Kiuncil.
Bartlett is serving as
chairman of the Law Eni iicment Advisory Commit, 'e
of the
Toledo
vletropolitan Council of
' Hivemments and is secretary
.1 the Wood County Park
■'nminission.
As chairman of the Law
Knforcement
Advisory
Committee of the Toledo
Metropolitan Council of
i iivcrnments, he has ini ruduced a project to study the

■cwling
Green
Police
■ partment.
Forty per cent of this
ai jeet would be funded by the
h uf Bowling Green and 60
1ST cent by the Ohio law
.

II for cement
ncy.

Planning

The project has been
iissed by the Law En' i cement Advisory Comi iltie and was submitted
yesterday to the Executive
..ard
of
the
Toledo
■Ii trupolitan Council of
.. veriiments lor

WASHINGTON (AP) - Two
more attempts to loosen the
grip of the seniority system on
the House failed yesterday
and liberal Democrats also
lost a bid to elect one of their
leaders to a key committee.
The Democratic caucus in
the House speedily shouted
down two proposals that would
have put a 70 year age limit on
committee chairmen and
limited a chairman's service
to eight years.
Then, by a 119-104 vote, it
elected
Rep.
Joe
D.
Waggonner (D-La.), to a
vacancy on the Ways and
Means Committee over Rep.
Donald M. Fraser (D-Mlnn.'.
Waggonner is a leader of
the Southern Democrats who
frequently form a conservative coalition with the
Republicans.
Fraser is the chairman of
the Democratic Study Group,
an organization of liberal and
moderate Democrats.
Another goal of the
liberals: To unseat TO-yeari.Ul Hep. John I.. McMillan
(I i-S.C.), who has headed the
District of Columbia Committee for 22 years.
The attempt to unsest
McMillan was put over until
later in the day after the
caucus got hung up on a freshman member's objection to
his committee assignment.
Hep. Herman Badillo (DN.Y.). the first Puerto Rican
to be elected as a member of
Congress, was put on the
Agriculture Committee.
He brought a protest to the
caucus and an agreement was
worked out that led to his
assignment to the Education
and I-abor Committee, which
was what he wanted.
Rep. Tene Roncallo (DWyo. i, another freshman who
had been assigned to
Education and labor, agreed
to give up the seat to Badillo.
Koncalio accepted a new
assignment to the Public
Works Committee.

LIFE to host
benefit dance
this wokmnd
LIFE (living In a Finer
Environment) is sponsoring a
benefit dance Saturday night
from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the
Hen's Gym.
A one dollar donation is
requested. Proceeds from the
dance will be used to help
LIFE pay legal fees incurred
in the Davis-Besse power
plant hearings.
Bands playing will be
"Rail," "Snow," and "Heat."

You xnee1.
Tinest>eopieatprWlWo.

See The
Windjammers

THREE STUDENTS TROD a well-worn path in the snow as they
make their way back to the warmth of the dorm. And one lone tree
waits patiently for her new spring dress.

Iran proposes oil policy
TEHRAN, Iran (AP)-The
Shah of Iran proposed to oil
producing countries yesterday
that they adopt a system that
has "precedents in other
areas."
He presumably meant a
unilateral increase in the
price of oil as Venezuela has
done through higher taxes on
oil companies' Income.
The Shah spoke to the
Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC)

on the heels of a breakdown
in price negotiations with the
world's major oil companies.
The Shah said that in view
of the breakdown in talks with
the oil companies, "I now
suggest that the countries of
this region should adopt a
system which would be
rational and reasonable."
He said it is a system that
had "precedents in other
areas" and ensured the
stability and confidence which

is the objective of consuming
countries
He said it was a system in
accord with United Nations
safeguards of sovereign rights
and independence.
Conference sources said
yesterday's OPEC meeting
would probably recommend
that the oil producers follow
Venezuela's lead and adopt
legislation decreeing the price
rises the companies have
refused to concede.

After Inventory

CLEARANCE

t4t*t*tt*********'***"'"**'***'**:

CASUAL SLACKS

(So-e Jess's)

Reg.9.00-16.00

3.99

SWEATERS As Low As 5.99
Eatirs Swsetsr stock R.d.c.d

SPORT COATS Regsilarly To 65.00

Now 29.99

AT THE AIRPORT

DRESS SLACKS '•••i-ny uoo-sooo
Mow 1/2 Price

BG's Finest Will Be Playing
Weekend At The

SHOES

BLUE JIORIZON
ROOM
9-1
At Toledo Express
Special Seafood Smorgasboard Friday
R.l.«, W«tck Ik* J.n, LMII «4 Slnf With Th.
'%»» .n Ik* fcW.."
N* Cm
M. Minima
I

BIG FAT
SALE

OUTERWEAR

Now 9.99

Jackets

SAVE 1/2 AND MORE
•~MhJ

iCrazY George is uercj
pleased to serve qou.

t&tn
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Just a chip off the old potato
By Chrli Flowers
Staff Reporter
There's a potato storage
bin in Bowling Green with a
1,000,000 pound capacity.
It doesn't supply the Army
or the University's food
service - it's used by Cain's
Potato Chips.
Cain's uses a million
pounds of potatoes every three
weeks for the production of
marcelled, barbecue, onion
and plain potato chips.
The century-old food item
was first developed as a
specialty in the Saratoga
Springs, N.Y. area. Cain s
entered the field in 1936 in a
garage behind the Cain family
home on Lehman Ave.
The News recently took an
excursion to the Cain's plant
to see Just what goes on inside
the company's one and only
potato chip factory.

Our special tour followed
on the heels of a group of wideeyed grade schoolers getting
their first look at the chip biz.
The strange odor of oil, salt
and cooking potatoes slams
the visitor in the face as soon
as he steps Inside the building.
Cain's uses potatoes from
all over the country. The
spuds, all varieties except
Idaho and Maine (they're
shaped funny), are trucked
into the plant daily.
Walter Hadley. president
of Cain's said, "A problem is
something you don't have a
solution for and potatoes are
our problem. We never know
how the potatoes will be until
we receive them."
He explained that some
potato crops are much better
than others and production
depends on the quality of each
crop.

■I to <

the chips is stored In four
gigantic tanks, each holding
22,000 pounds. It's pumped to
the cooking tanks and used at
the rate of 300 gallons per
minute.
Hadley explained that
vegetable shortening is
preferred to oil because it
produces a dryer chip.
The potatoes are taken
from the storage bins and
transferred in crates to
hoppers where they are
dumped and passed through a
de-stoning tank. The tank
removes the stones and floats
them to the next process.
Next, the potatoes travel
up to the "peeler-washer" on
an elevator where the skins
are removed by rubbing the
potatoes together and against
abrasive discs.
The bruised potatoes an
I sod thereat are

sliced by being wheeled
around a cylinder with slicing
knives mounted on the sides.
The cut of the knives produces
either the marcelled or plain
chip.
It takes 100 pounds of raw
potatoes to make 23 pounds of
chips - the remaining 67
pounds are waste.
After the uncooked chips
are rinsed with water Jets to
remove the excess starch,
they are forced through hot
shortening in the cooker
tanks.
The cooked chips emerge
on the line after three minutes
in 350 degree temperatures to
be salted.
Cain's has a unique
pneumatic salting device that
blows a cloud of salt onto both
sides of the chips as they pass
through the machine en a
conveyor bolt. A

finely-ground flour salt is
used.
After the salting process Is
completed, the chips move
through inspection where bad
chips are removed. The chips
that are brown are caused by
potatoes with higher sugar
contents. Other bad chips
simply have a bad appearance.
The barbecue and onion
flavored chips are made by
adding special flavoring
before packaging begins.
Chips are packaged and
weighed automatically. The
various sized bags are then
shipped to the distributing
points in specially-designed
returnable cardboard cartons
to cut costs.
The entire trip for a potato
- from hopper to package takes It minutes and is
by acrvwof M.

LASALLE'S
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We're for living in a
finer environment,

ci» urn twt
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LOW COST, SAFE, LEGAL [

ABORTIOI
IN NEW YORK

arm you ?

SCHEDULED IMMEDIATELY

Please donate to:

(212)490-3600
PROFESSIONAL SCMIDULINS UIVICI,
545 Fitlk »»t. Kit TMt City (Ml)
TlMrt if a f«t <J' Mr st'ffKt.

Whitman Candy
For Valentines Day

WHATEVER

you
do,

ITS MORE FUN IN CANVAS!
Cool canvas is where It's at when It comes to getting all the
fun you can out of wearing shoes! Tool around in a suedetrimmed trackshoe by A. Corello Natural w-Brown or
Natural w-Navy suede $21. Stand up and cheer for the
soccer shoe on a thickset heel by B. Connie SIS Natural
.Brown Patent Trim. Build a groovy look around a
g anny boot by C. Corelll Navy or Natural
Converse $21.

Lg. Assortment Of
Hearts and Cards

Dorseys
Drugs
500 E. Woosfer
'Br The Troclcs'
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#13 gives speech, #14 flies
Lovell is a big, hearty,
applecheeks kind of ailAmerican guy who looks as
trustworthy
as
your
pediatrician. Sour grapes isn't
his style.
"I'm anxious," he says,
"for them to go to Fra Maure.
If we miss now, we may never
go"
Fra Maure is a veritable
vault box of tantalizing
secrets about the beginnings
of everything. Of all the
places on the moon where it's
safe to land, scientists would
rather have rocks from Fra
Maure than anywhere else.
Hut Uivell doesn't dwell on
what might have been
"I had my chance to land,"
lie says. "Unfortunately, my
number came up."
He finds it ironic that while
WASHINGTON (AP) - nation was brought to the
brink
of
a
crippling
railroad
Pointing to the threat of a
nationwide rail strike in the shutdown, the strike being
near future, President Nixon averted only by legislation
resubmltted to Congress passed after a walk out had
Students who visit the main
yesterday his plan to deal with actually begun." He went on:
"That legislation, we lounge of Compton Hall are
threatened
national
emergency labor disputes in should also remember, settled kept informed on the progress
the rail, airline, maritime, little; it merely postponed the of the Apollo 14 mission by a
longshore and trucking In- strike deadline. A few weeks bulletin board usually used to
from now another railroad display menus.
dustries.
Seniors James Guilford
A controversial feature of strike over the same issues
the proposal would open the which precipitated the last one and Craig Covault, residents
of Compton, came up with the
way to an imposed settlement is a distinct possibility."
The Nixon bill would idea and keep the board upshould industry and employe negotiators reach an impasse' abolish emergency strike dated with highlights of the
that could lead to a walkout provisions of the railway labor moon-landing mission and the
endangering the national act, which apply only to rail times major events are
and airline disputes, and scheduled to occur.
health or safety.
"We try to Include a photo
Called a "final offer subject all transportation
selection" plan, organized industries to the emergency with every dally schedule,"
labor regards it as a form of provisions of the Taft-Hartley said Guilford, "because it
draws a lot more interest than
compulsory arbitration and Act.
In the case of national a plain list of events and
opposes it strongly.
disputes
In times."
Nixor first proposed the emergency
Covault, who obtained
legislative package, called the transportation, Nixon also
Emergency Public Protection seeks authority to extend the many of the pictures from
Hill, last Feb. 27. Congress did present 80-day "cooling off NASA, said he hopes having a
not even hold hearings on the period" permitted under Taft- schedule of Apollo 14's events
Hartley, for as long as 30 will encourage otherwise
proposal.
uninterested students to follow
In his latest message, additional days.
Nixon wrote:
"The legislation I propose
.oday would establish a
framework for settling
emergency transportation
disputes in a reasonable and
orderly fashion, fair to parties
and without the shattering
impact on the public of a
transportation shut down. I
urge that this time we not wait
for the next emergency, but
rather Join together in acting
STIRLING 77.
upon it now."
Arguing for speedy consideration, Nixion said, "If
emphasis is necessary, we
need only remember that
GLASS
barely two months ago the
V. GAL.

SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) - Just now when Apollo
14 It about to do what James
l/ovell couldn't, ole Jim is out
Hiving a speech.
And that's really kind ol
sad.
What you have to
remember is that last April it
was Lovell and Fred Haise
and Apollo 13 who were
supposed to add Fra Maure
specimens to this country's
moon rock collection.
And then an oxygen' tank

blew up and they settled (or
Just getting home.
Well, while Lovell is
talking, Al Shepard, Ed
Mitchell and Stu Roosa are
coming up to that unseen point
in time and space where
Apollo 13s hopes went blooey
in a puff of oxygen.
And Jim tovell is polishing
11 speech to his alma mater,
the U.S. Naval Academy.
"I'd love to be up there
right now," he says. "You
can't help being envious."

Nixon resubmits

labor disputes bill
FREELANCE
PHOTOGRAPHERS
William Hansen and Thomas Wedell put a
genuine artistic vision into their works. An

exhibit of their photographs are now
hanging in the Loft Art Gallery, downtown
at 104'2 S. Main.

Apollo schedule posted

A review...

Cameras capture art
By Christopher Kane Jeeves
Versatility, creativity,
sensitivity—three characteristics which hallmark the
works
of
free-lance
photographer Thomas Wedell
and William Hansen.
Since their graduation
from Milwaukee's Layton
School of Art in 1869, the pair
have wandered the nation,
increasing their technical
skills and, more importantly,
developing through this
unique experience, a genuine
artistic vision.
Proof of their success in
this regard is an exhibition of
92 black and white and color
photographs now hanging in
the recently reopened Loft art
gallery, downtown.
Versatile in both scope and
technique, the collection will
undoubtedly be viewed by

some as an all too obvious tour
de force. More accurately,
however, it represents a
serious search for personal
style by two highly gifted
young artists.
It is always refreshing to
find talented individuals such
as these who, not content with
the mere repetition of the
"successful" formula, continue to explore; it is even
more gratifying when they do
it so often and so well.
As a matter of fact, the
high quality of all the works,
regardless of style, could
easily fool the uninformed
spectator into thinking of the
show as a group exhibition
rather than as the efforts of
two men.
Admittedly there is nothing
essentially new or exciting
about photography of such
"groovy" things as moonlight

Ohio legislature ranks
16th in effectiveness
COLUMBUS (AP) - A
.irivate research organization
.inks Ohio's legislature 16th
among all states in procedure
and effectiveness.
The Citizens Conference on
State legislatures said the
Ohio General Assembly could
improve procedures by
rliminating closed committee
meetings, requiring committees to act on all bills
assigned to them, and presrssion orientation for new
legislators.
The
study
ranked
legislatures on procedures
.mil effectiveness and made
recommendations for improvements, legislatures
were Judged on ability to do
their Jobs, accountability to
voters, independence from the
executive branch of governmentability to gather and use
information and the degree to
which they represent their
states.
California headed the list,
other legislatures that made
(ho top ten were New York,
Illinois, Florida, Wisconsin,
Iowa. Hawaii, Michigan,
Nebraska and Minnesota.
The study said the Ohio
General Assembly's research,

fiscal, legal and planning
agencies are undermanned. It
urged steps toward permanent staffing for major
committees along with
professional assistants for
majority and minority leaders
and some staff help for
legislators.
The report called for better
office facilities for legislators
and committees and better
arrangements for the press. It
also urged higher legislative
salaries, now set at $12,750 a
year
Ohio's legislature ranked
l«th on ability to do the Job,
■ -irti on accountability, 40th on
independence, 7th on being
informed and 9th on the
degree to which it represents
(he state.

through
icy
branches,
closeups of bam doors, and old
men on park benches-unless,
of course, they are presented
in a unique manner. In the
creative hands of Messrs..
WedeU and Hansen, these and
other well-trodden motifs only
occasionally become cliches.
In almost every case, their
technical ability and sensitive
vision are such that subject
and approach are blended to

form a pleasingly unconventional statement. One
especially Interesting approach is their use of several
photographsof a similar
theme which, although
aesthetically satisfying when
considered individually, form
entirely new composition
when Joined together.
The photographs, which
are for sale, will be on display
until February 23.

GM ecology chief sees solution

with batteries or fuel cells,
will come in," he
said.
They'll produce no polluting
(missions whatever."
A professor of mechanical
engineering, Starkman has
headed the California Air
Hi1 sources Board's technical
advisory committee since
January 1968.
He led in
drafting
California
tough standards on auto
exhaust.

LOWFAT
MILK

STIRLING

HOMOGENIZED

MILK «s 2/gQc

"After that direct •jnergy
conversion .systems, powered

ECONO-PAK LOWFAT

Help

(V MILK

STOP POLLUTION
Photographic
Exhibition

Save

$

returnable
glass bottles

Thomas B. WadeM

i
William Hanasn

The Citizens Conference on
Stale Legislatures, which
conducted
the
1200,000
I legislative Evaluation Study,
is a non-partisan, non-profit
organization based in Kansas
dty.
It was founded in 1965 to
help
modernize
state
legislatures and operates with
grants from private foundations, business and labor

the flight more closely.
Guilford went through the
official NASA flight plan and
gleened from it the times and
dates of major mission events.
"They're going to have a
total of seven television shows
from space," Guilford pointed
out, "Including two from the
moon." The longest lunar TV
transmission, he added, is
scheduled to last seven hours
this Saturday.
"Most people don't know
what times these events are to
take place," said Covault.
"We hope our board, by giving
them that information, will
stimulate more Interest."
Covault visited the Manned
Spacecraft Center in Houston,
last December. Guilford was
at Cape Kennedy for the
launch of Apollo 14, Sunday.
Both wrote reports for The
News on their experiences.

MIDJWWTER

to air pollution by year 2000
BERKELEY. Calif. (AP) ITic man hired to oversee
environmental activities at
General Motors Corp. says
lie's confident that air
pollution problems will be
solved in the next 20 to 30
years, with phasing out of the
traditional internal combustion engine.
Ernest S. Starkman, an air
pollution specialist, is leaving
his University of California
post at age 51 to undertake his
first job in industrial
management.
He takes over April 1 as
head of GMC's new Department of Environmental Activities.
Starkman predicted in an
interview Tuesday that the
KM turbine engine will replace
the internal
combustion
■ngme before the year 2000.

Apollo 14 is finishing his
mission, he's out talking to
naval cadets about Apollo 13's
problems and the future in
space.
But. after all, it's the latter
lie's concerned with nowl,ovell has made two lunar
missions, Apollos 8 and 13,
plus the orbital flight of
Heliums 7 and 12.
Apollo 8 carried the first
nen around the moon, on
' liristmas Eve 1968.
lovell will be in Mission
Control tomorrow when
Shepard and Mitchell explore
Fra Maure.
"I guess," he says as he
hurries off to his speech, "I
could call him up and say 'by
the way, do you want 13"" You
can have it '
And that's kind of sad.

SAVI

CORN CHIPS or LAY'S 12c
POTATO CHIPS Q/Q7C

Jan. 21 thru Feb. 23

IheLdt

RIG. 33c

NAfZIOIRS
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CHOCOLATE 6 PACK
SAVI
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4
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Any RED Garment
Dry Cleaned FREE

ROBERTA FLACK
In Concert
University Union Ballroom

When accompanied by
a like garment at reg.
price.

Feb. 10, 1971 Wednesday 8:00pm
TICKETS
S2.50 in advance S3.00 at the door
Tickets on sale at the union ticket
office and at the door on the night of
performance

Sorry, no cranberry,,
pink or plaid, just
RED.
Example - Red dress
or coat cleaned free
with a dress or
coat of any other'
color.
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c
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GovSe debate poverty

Analysts dim hope
of volunteer army
WASHINGTON (AP) - draft system, gave them a
Army analysts estimate only reliable Idea of the extent man
about one of every five young truly volunteered or ware
men who entered the Army avoiding the draft In order to
last year was a true volunteer choose a branch of service and
a specialty.
and not draft-motivated.
For purposes of the study.
This indicates how far the
Army still must travel to come Army analysts calculated any
in sight of the all-volunteer young man who drew lottery
force President Nixon hopes to number 240 or higher last year
was certain of escaping tt»
achieve by mid-1973.
Manpower specialists feel draft.
It was found that M,000
the 1970 experience, the first
full year under the random men in this draft-invulnerable
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group enlisted in the Army In
1970-about 21 per cent of the
296,000 men who entered that
service.
Another 73,00*
volunteers were classed aa
draft-motivated and 158,00a
men were draftees.
In testifying Tuesday
before the Senate Armed
Services Committee, Pentagon manpower chief Roger
Kelley seemed to give a
somewhat more
bullish
estimate of true volunteers
than the Army study showed.
Kelley Indicated about half
of the enlisted volunteers are
true volunteers.
But he was omitting from
his calculation the large bloc
of draftees, and he was talking
about all services, not Just the
Army.
Nixon, in working to reduce
the armed forces by one
million men below the Vietnam war peak of 3.5 million,
places considerable importance on maintaining the
strength of the reserves to
back up the smaller regular
military establishment.
The Army study and
Kelley's testimony agree
generally that somewhere
around 70 per cent of the new
entrants into the National
Guard and reserve are
prodded by the spectre of the
draft.
The administration has
developed an
elaborate
program aimed at making
military service, including
guard and reserve enlistment,
more attractive.
Secretary of Defense
Melvin R. Laird and Kelley
made strong pleas Tuesday
for Senate Armed Services
Committee approval of pay
increases totaling about $1.5
billion a year to help attract
more volunteers.
The attraction of first-term
enlistees is only part of the
difficulty confronting the
armed sercices.

■arjaststains
HA, HA, THE GROUNDHOGS might not be
able to sea their shadows, but I sure can, says
this penguin. This loud mouth bird challenges
all skeptics to doubt the word of an animal
who can predict the weather.

t

TO
DO
TOD'aY
SIGMA DELTA CHI
Will meet at 6 p.m. in the
library of the School of
Journalism
to
discuss
program
development,
membership and the regional
convention.
ENGIJSH MAJORS
All English majors who
have not yet made out their
schedules for the spring term'
and next year should make an
appointment with Mr. Steele,
214 University Hall, within the
next week.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION
WiU meet at 6:30 p.m. In
Prout Chapel.

FORBIDDEN GAMES
Friday 7 & 9 p.m.
_-a» PSUafltal HT-ICTT*
iDSIPHI HUM PHISHIS
1MIIIWIS CIIBIRI MIM 0*

lilll'1'll.llililliM

B^aiklM 'IHIUHiaiHIir

Saturday 7 & 9 p.m.
Sunday 3 & 7 p.m.

kiKAADIORHIIIIS
ruuKor can
(5)ea»
PLUS

E... oi 10 Sol. a, Son. Mol. al 5:30
i»t u t CUSTOMS tuuui uaaxo n i
OHCIM' Kuftsrouatrriaeauw
•as iCMMiovi! urn mm. res AWM
•HI i7 ii iMneni'- ,

rauaouii 'mum s ftiuim

HENRY MILLER'S

lifopic

110 Ed. Building
Admission: free with ID
cards, guests 25<

ALEXANDER NEVSKY

ROMANCE LANGUAGE
DEPARTMENT
Will present the French
film
of
Mollere's
"Le
Bourgeois ttentilhomme" by
the Comedie Francaise at 7
p.m. in 201 Hayes Hall.
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE
ANCHARONISM, INC.
Will meet at 7:45 p.m. in
the Wayne Room,
Union.
There will be sword practice,
dance practice, and information on the East I<ansing
tourney.
SPANISH CLUB
Will sponsor a lecture with
slides on Venezuela in Spanish
by native Venezuelans at 8
p.m. in 105 South Hall. The
lecture is open to the public.
UNIVERSITY THEATRE
Will present the production
"A Flea in Her Ear" at 8 p.m.
in the Main Auditorium.
University Hall. Tickets are
available at the theatre box
office and at the door.
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-GREATMOVIE MAKING!"
"Actress on her way
to an Oscar!"

"FRIGIDITY
AND IMPOTENCE"
Will be the topic discussed
by Dr. R. Girona at 9 p.m. In
the main lounge of Ashley
Hall. The program is sponsored in conjunction with the
Human Sexual Symposium.

CLCARANCCI

40 to 50%
Off
skirts, slacks, sweaters, jackets,
jumpsuits, etc.
at the

housewife

'.** HO—COlC*

governor's advisory panel to
the commission, said Tuesday
he believed both the ARC . id
revenue
sharing
ware
workable and could be "unded
together.
It would be a
situation of dual aid whack the
governors would moat *i»ly
favor.
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CRYPTOGRAM — By Barbara J. Rugg
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Yesterday's cryptogram: Nuclear power
plants now held short-circuited.

THE WIZARD OF ID

by Bro.ni parkor and Johnny hart

CLaSSIFIED
RENT

human hair tall a Dk. Br. wig
■MM

219 Thurstln Manor Call 3525435 or J52-76M (rum 4-7

URGENT Apt. lor 1 or J
needed lor spring qtr. Phone
37W749

Two girls wish to sublet apart,
or house lor Spr. Qtr. Call 24485 slter 6

loot toOSH. or Dtnataon U.
2-5, 352-7050 Bob

BEYOND THE ORDINARY
Printed Velvet Mait-skirU
from India. I'lill.Il' MORTON Contemporary Jeweler,
lUW.Wooster
FOR SALE: 3-ring diamond
wedding set.
Modern
"Keepsake" setting.
Call
Chert 372-2739 after 4

Girl needed lor Apt.Spr.andor summer 352-7124 alter i

PERSONALS

NEED RIDE TO C1NCY- Fri.
Fab. u-wiu. PAY-Cal! JS19T7I Dave

FOR
Kid. wanted to Wash DC. or
Va. Feb. It-Call John 371-4152

Ride needed to Kent, Friday
Fab. S; Alter li noon call Dee
Ride wanled-to Clncy or
Hatntlton-Feb 5 Call Diana
371-1731
LOST A FOUND
Plaaae return billfold stolen
from Woman's gym locker.
REWARD. NO QUESTIONS
ASKED Contact 14311 or
leave at Campus Security
Offtc.
LOST-Turtle shell glasses
(loose lens), blue spiral
notebook
352-7157
LOST- Glasses, dark blue
(all Donna 352-S03I

Powder Puff

SALE

a

Full-length Black Fur Coat
B5. 3SI-7S0S

Ford F.conoline Van.

Good

Cond. Phone 352-4196
Guild bass a coral 100 watt
amp. HI" apks. MS Varsity
Sq. Al 353-4KM

Will da typing Ph 351-0170

For Sale: 1M4 Chevy com.
Blue, New While top John, Hi-

STABLE HELP wunted.
I ait, John 1744011

For Sale: While 1907 MGB
Wlra Wheels overdrive,
convertible 9.000 mUas Call
364-3114
Far Salt Cheap:

Brown

Lite adjustment made diflcult
by sexual preference? NonJudgmental,
conlidential
support available. Call 352PI.US lor Information.
The Fraters of Tau Kappa
Epsilon wish to congratulate
Del and Clnda on their
engagement

Newly built 1 bedroom
apartments near university
Year lease starting June IS
completely furnished for 4
students at MS per student
Phone 353-7311

Attention Alpha Phi Pledges:
Rally!! Friday will be here
soon! Kappa Sigma Pledges

The Brothers of Sigma CM
Congratulate Larry Wenger
and Carol Leonard
on your
engagement!

Still available 3 a 4 man
apartments for immediate
rental. 400 Napoleon Rd. 154S771 also taking depoaits for
summer rentals 1-4 man apis.
Pool a air Conditioning

Help "Ban the Can -Help take
Petitions Around BG. on Sat.
and Sun , Feb. I a 7 Meet al 10
a.m.. Sat In University Union

Pike's, as we all could aaa, it
was a tremendous las' The
Ma'i

Girl NEEDED!
Now or
spring Wlnlhrop Ter. 351-7711
orSTSI

Angel Flight Information
Night 7 p.m., HO MS. Open to
Fres A Soph 2 4 ave Call 3735372 (or questions

Zake the Take wishes lo
congratulate Bob Burns on his
selection as "B" team offensive player of the weak.

The KEY volumes one and two
can be picked up in the KEY
office 310 Student Services
Balding aa soon as paaatble

Rudd. Smiff. Donk-Maybe
now some culture will rub off.
"Hernl"

F. roommate wanted Pri.
Bdrm. Furn. Apt 1U-74SI

iin

You can't beat It, Teas with
the Alpha Xi's are GREAT.
Lets get together again soon.
ThetaChl's

Friend, DB Is great So's CM Algae

Paul
and
Connie
Congratulations on your PUCA
Pinning-BETTER
LATE
THAN NEVER. D Dave and
Mary

Sofas. Chest of Drawers. Side
Tables. Drapes and Rods
Miscellaneous Items Going
Cheap
Call
3S4-2W4
Used davenport and chair 353-

Doug and Lou. You've always
been great, Now you're great
Slg Epa Contrail on your
Activation!!!
Donna

Student Semces

VATAN'S 194 S. Main. Feb. 413, Valentine's Day Sale, 10 la
» per cent off eveiythmg in
the store. Bring in this ad for
free gift <«-*•) while any
last, with $5 purchase or more.
Order charms. Jewelry etc. at
special prices.

4 girls need apartment or
house close to campus spring
quarter Call 372-S431 or 3714U1

OP-

BUSINESS
PORTUNITIES

1 girl to replace 1 In 4 girl apt.
Balance ol lease at HO per mo.
Call 353JJU5 Iron I a.m..
4:30p.m.Mon.-Frl. lor apt. to

For Sale. 'M Plymouth 4 door
sdn. VI auto Runs nice call
alterl.352-6377

Must Sell-New Royal Port.
Electric Typewriter-Make
Offer -Can 351-7403

erPatHal's Needs You.
Pttaa Delivery men Needed.
Apply
leday!

a Irar* perry Mm —

richard beniamin
(rank lanqella
came snodgress

(R-Ky.), to extend the commission's life for four years.
New Democratic whip
Robert C Byrd of West
Virginia, a close associate of
Montoya's, is strongly in favor
of the program's continuation
and has termed proposals to
end the commission "foolish.''
Moore, who chairs a

WIZARD OF ID

"ABORTION"
Will be the topic discussed
by Rev. Wurzel (St. Thomas
More) and Rev. Keil (U.C.F.)
at 9 p.m. in the main lounge of
(iinklin Hall. The program is
sponsored in conjunction with
the Human Sexual Symposium.

-tos 4Mafifs •r<a*.o.fiAM**fa

diary pf a mad

has not formally suggested
that the commission's lifeline
be extended.
A Senate subcommittee on
economic development,
chaired by Sen. Joseph
Monteya(D-New Mexico), will
open hearings next week on a
proposal by Randolph and
Sen. John Sherman Cooper

U.A.O.
Will
present
the
■ M i ii II in ii in
Daily
Requirement" at the Side
Door in the Cardinal Room,
Union, at 8 p.m. Admission is
free.

coioa iPUJatouMinciMM

Starts Wed. Feb 10
"Love Story"

CHARLESTON,
W.Va.
(AP) - Appalachian governors
will flock to a West Virginia
resort Friday for meetings
aimed at saving a billion
dollar antipoverty program
first conceived when John F.
Kennedy made successful bids
In 1960 presidential primaries.
The
governors
have
scheduled the session in White
Sulphur Springs to discuss the
Nixon
administration's
revenue sharing proposals
and a pending
Senate
resolution to extend the 13state Appalachian Regional
Commission beyond its June
30, 1971 deadline.
What they will probably
seek will be the best of both
federal aid plans-approval of
■at revenue sharing grants
and extension of the six-yeareld commission that has
•aured more than $2 billion
Mo the 13-state region formed
■y a mountainous ridge of
peverty from New York to
Mississippi.
Go vs. Arch Moore of West
Virginia, Louie Nunn of
Kentucky, John GUUgan of
Ohio, Linwood Holton of
Virginia and Jimmy Carter of
Georgia have already said
they planned to attend. Only
Govs. Nelson Rockefeller of
New York and Bob Scott of
North Carolina have definitely
said they won't be on hand.
Almost all of the southern
governors are expected to
support the Nixon plan to
return more fiscal power to
local and state governments.
And almost all want extension
of the ARC programs for the
sectors of the 12 states and all
of the West Virginia which fall
within the commission's
boundaries.
The most immediate task
facing
the
governors,
however, is the threatened
abolition of the ARC. Sen.
Jennings Randolph (D-W.
Vii. i, says he has been told by
White House aides that the
administration doesn't favor
continuation of the regional
antipoverty program.
As late as mid-1970 the
White House was considering
the ARC as a model of sorts in
its "new federalism" approach to government grants
in aid.
And although Nixon has
proposed a $273 million budget
for the ARC in fiscal 1972, he

One female roommaat seated
Call
3 5 2-1351
Female roi
Call
aprlaf.

ad far

351-0I57

Available irasnediatoly Apt

Sloganlass WEAL a looking
for a Slogan.

Come Grow with Us. Call 1SW Cumiaa Cenasr, XH

Congratulations Alpha Chi
Neophytes and Thanks for the
Party. Kappa Sigma Pledges

WFAL Slogan Contest. Entry
Blanks In BG News Fab. *
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Army mistake fosters hate

MMHHHHHnatwaniM

By Holger Jensen
Associate Press Writer

N.w^Wt. k>

ByEvelysTovar
WU1 "The Huntley-Brinkley Report"
ever replace a lecture in contemporary
history? Will students ever sit in the
classroom diligently taking notes on
"Mission Impossible" for their
criminology course?
•Maybe not, but the boring TV lectures
which rind a professor sitting at his desk
t'laborating on some complicated theory
or other are quickly being replaced here
»t the University.
According to Bill Williams, Director
of Instructional Television at WBGU-TV
TV-lectures are a thing of the past, but
the use of television in the classroom has
a very promising future.
Williams said that because of the way
times are changing, "the great talking
(ace" is no longer acceptable and will
soon be completely replaced by more
interesting programs which involve the
use of different situations to make a
point.
"We take a subject, whatever it is,
and make a real live TV program out of
it-one that will catch the people's Inii-rest and at the same time convey the
information," said Williams.
The new telecourse programs take
inure time and money than the out-ofilate TV lecture. Once a department
decides to make such a program, it must
first form a committee to write a script.

EtWoctrt

At present, the University owns about
120 television sets which are used in
classes by various departments including speech, psychology, art. Journalism and industrial education. About
one hundred programs are broadcast
each week, some starting as early as 8
a. m. and others ending around 11 p.m..
Although the extra time and expense
needed to produce the new telecourse
programs are a disadvantage, Williams
said that the advantages of the new
programs far outweigh its disadvantages.
The more interesting
presentation^ the subject, the ability of
the student to better relate to the
material, and the ability to rerun a
program as a review were some of the
advantages cited by Williams.
He was quick to emphasize, however,
that TV can't do it by itself. "Telecourse
programs," he claimed, "cannot replace
a good instructor in the classroom, but I
do feel that the worst thing on TV here is
better than a disinterested lecturer."
According to Dr. Cecil M. Preeburne,
professor of psychology and a veteran
user of TV in the classroom, one can
present material on TV that cant be
shown in class.
He said the new
telecourse programs were "an attempt
on our part to turn necessity into virtue,"
and he claimed that in his opinion more
students are acting favorably towards
the new tyje of program.

Save
the
News
LIFE DANCE
Sponsored by LIFE (Living in a
Finer Enviroment); to Raise funds
for legal fees in Davis-Besse Hearing.
9-1 a.m.

DOT*

SAIGON (AP) - Spec. 5
Michael Haley was the kind of
soldier the Army wantedpatriotic, short-haired, not too
hip and a mind uncluttered by
antiwar sentiments.
But the Green Machine did
him wrong and it's going to
lose a volunteer.
"I wanted to go to flight
school and make the Army my
career," said Haley, 23, of
Champaign, III. "You can't
believe how much I hate it
now."
Haley gives this account of
his troubles:
He had a wife and child but
enlisted in the regular Army
in 1967. He finished his oneyear tour to Vietnam on
March 31, 1969, and returned
to "the world" with hepatitis.
He spent five months In
military hospitals before
being told to go home and
await his orders.
Then the nightmare began.
A personnel officer told
Haley he would be stationed at
Ft. Carson, Colo., about Sept.
1. He didn't get his orders but
he moved his family there,
rented a home near the post
and reported for duty.
"A clerk told me he
couldn't accept me without
orders," said Haley. "He told
me to go home and wait. But I
know how things get screwed
up in the Army. I continued to
live near the base, checking in
regularly to see if my orders
had come."
After two months Haley
gave up and went back to
Illinois. He wrote a letter
about his missing orders but
never got a reply. When he
telephoned, a clerk told him
the orders had been cut but
never mailed, and promised to
rectify the error.
Haley was still uneasy, so
he went to see a lawyer at
Chanute Air Force Base. The
lawyer called the inspector
general at Ft. Carson, who
advised Haley to return to
Colorado "so we can
straighten this out."

Haley hadn't been paid
since he left the hospital. He
had to take out a loan, so he
went to the finance section at
Chanute to try and get some of
his back pay for the air fare to
Ft. Carson.
The
military
police
promptly arrested him as
AWOL because he lacked
orders. They released him
after checking with a personnel officer and he went
straight to Ft. Carson to
report to the inspector
general.
"The IG told me to process
in," said Haley. "I tried for
nine days but again they
wouldn't let me because I had
no orders."
In desperation the soldier
went to see the base chaplain,
but the pressure had built up
too much already.
While
waiting to see the chaplain he
had a blackout, a nervous
breakdown.
"I must have got in my car
and driven home because I
don't remember anything
except finding myself in
Illinois again," said Haley.
"I immediately checked
into the hospital at Chanute.
I was worried. I knew I was
sick. But they wouldn't accept
me. They told me to go to an
Army post."

Soviets warn
arms buildups
threaten talks
MOSCOW (AP) - The
Soviet
Union
warned
yesterday that an American
arms buildup is in progress
and could Jeopardize the
strategic arms limitation
talks between the two
superpowers.
A long article in Pravda,
the
Communist
party
newspaper, also attacked the
U.S. position that an
agreement limiting strategic
arms should not Include
American nuclear bombers
based in Europe. The U.S.
government considers such
aircraft "tactical" bombers,
not "strategic" weapons.

ft
PROGRESSIVE
C
WAWR 93.5 FM
K
7:30 p.m.

(W

By then, on Jan. 2, 1970,
Haley's orders had arrived,
five months late. He called his
congressman, Rep. William
R. Springer, and asked for a
congressional investigation of
his case. On Springer's advice
he returned to Ft. Carson.
"This time they allowed
me to process In. After four
days I was assigned a company, and they Immediately
put two armed guards on me.
The battalion commander, Lt.
Col. Robert l.ynd. said he
would give me an Article 14-a
choice of accepting administrative punishment for
being five months AWOL or a
court-martial."
Haley Insisted he hadn't
been AWOL. Officers on the
post who had seen him tried to
intercede on his behalf. But
l.ynd was adamant
about
Article IS and Haley
demanded a court-martial.
"The colonel called the
Judge advocate general's
office and they told him there
was no way I could be considered AWOL," said Haley.
"So the colonel switched
tactics. He told me he would
give me five months' excess
leave-meaning I had to pay
back the pay I never received
during my five months' absence."
The post commander, MaJ.

Gen. Bernard W. Rogers,
assigned an investigating
officer "who told me he didn't
believe oneword I had written
my congressman," Haley
added.
The Investigation ended in
April 1970.
Rogers wrote
Springer that Haley's case
was being treated as a matter
excess leave rather than an
AWOL.
The soldier forfeited M
days of accrued leave and
three months' pay while he
was under Investigation. In
addition the Army told him he
would have to repay 11,647
which he had never received
during his five months'
"excess leave." They added
20 days to his duty tour for
being AWOL during his
nervous breakdown.
Haley was shipped back to
Vietnam on Oct. 31 and

"A Week Of
Black
Culture"

assigned to the S37th Personnel Service Company at
Bien Hoa. His wife gave birth
to a second child in December.
Every month the Army docks
some of his pay far the "excess leave" debt.
Army officials were
unavailable or declined
comment
on
Haley's
statements.
Haley gets out of the Army
June 3. He plans to work a
while, rebuild his shattered
finances, see his new baby and
go back to school to study
physical therapy.
"I could have saved myself
a lot of grief by simply not
trying to report for duty when
my orders didn't come," he
mused. "I could have sat out
the last two years at home and
got out without any trouble.
The Army would never have
realized its mistake."

SEX
is no object!
Roommate needed 3rd Qtr.

Brian 372-2819

Bill 372-2565

M0NG0 9flNTflMflRl/l
LEON TIIOMA9
& THE PRE9IDENT3
IN CONCERT
Bowling Green State University, BG
Friday, Feb. 12 8:00pm Memorial Hal
TICKETS:
S3.00 in advance S4.00 at the door
Tickets on sale at the union ticket
office and at the door on the night of
performance

MUSIC CITY
ANNUAL RECORD & TAPE
INVENTORY SALE

Saturday Feb. 6th

Entertainment will be
provided by these groups
Snow, Rail, & Heat
Donations SI.00

in Mens Gym

NO COVER
CHARGE

in Pedwin's new tiresole casual boot
Here's the casual that's out to change
the laws of motion. It's rugged, and
ready to deliver plenty of high performance
miles—whether you're out hugging
curves or the road. Pedwin's tiresole
comes with blackwalls only.
(Iltt color*)

Kinks
Part One

R„.l..
Our Cod.

D

PLUS EARLY BIRO SPECIAL

E

f

DD

Every Fri. &
Sat. Nite
at the

Arlo Guthrie
RECORDS
Ll.l Prlc.

Roprito

oil Prie.

»*.♦«
,..98

J2.I7
S3.S7
S4.I7
15.87

TAPES
Jo. 98
»7.9»

US

u.n
u.n

Stock Up Now At These Fantastic Prices

GIGOLO

Remember
Every Thurs is
2 for 1 Nite

Judy Collins

Elo4.fr.

All Albums Vnd Tapes Must Be Sold Before
Our Inventory
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BG squashes St. Clair
By Fred Ortllp

Assistant Sports Editor
When Bowling Green's
hockey team does battle on
their home ice, you usually
aren't too far off base In
predicting a BG victory.
Last night was no exception as the Falcons won
their fifth straight outing with
a complete and total bombasting of the St. Clair Saints,
104, before 1,174 fans at the
Ice Arena.
Top scorer Gordon McCosh
returned to the lineup for the
first time in more than three
weeks and picked up an assist
to equal his 1949-70's output of
32 points, but the big story
came from the little guy.
Bobby Schmidt, a seldomused center who got his first
goal in two seasons earlier this
year, burst into prominence
with a pair of goals and an
assist for three points. The 19year-old sophomore from
Detroit could only shake his
head almost in disbelief after
the big Falcon win.
"I almost had a hat-trick,
but the ref saw me tip It in,"
he talked, Schmidt was
referring to the high pass near
the net he deflected In with his
glove during the latter part of
the game.
The little guy didn't quite
get the hat-trick, but winger
Brian William* did - the
second one for the Falcons this

season. The Toronto native,
who la really coming on strong
in the late stages of the season
for Bowling Green, is
beginning to get the feel of
college hockey, according to
Coach Jack Vivian.
Gerry Bradbury won a bout
with the flu and tallied three
points also to push his scoring
total for the season to 29, Just
three behind McCosh.
The Falcons, now 10-11 on
the season, jumped on St.
Clair goalie Paul Chandler
right off the bat with three
quick goals in the first six
minutes. They never let up.
The BeeGees went zip, zip,
zip in the second period to
move their lead to 6-0.
Williams struck at the 1:01
mark; then Ron Wise scored
two minutes later and Tom
Sheehan got a tip-in 46 seconds
after that. The Saints never
regained their composure.
The loss snapped a threegame win streak and put their
record at 9-7.
"They sure didn't show too
much, did they?" asked a
happy Vivian afterwards.
"They looked tired out there."
The Saints got their tint
goal of the evening at 12:34 of
the second period when their
leading scorer Del Hall
slapped in a power play tally
over
Terry
Mlskolczl's
shoulder. That made the score
0-1.
John Peck knocked In •

rebound from a shot by Al
Houston at the 12:41 mark of
the final round for their final
blood of the night.
Those goals were only two
of 16 shots the Saints got off
against Miskolczl all evening.
At the other end Chandler had
his hands plenty full in han-

of BG's infractions were
called on McCosh, the team's
top penalty-collector.
The Falcons will next host
Western Michigan and face
their old assistant coach Bill
Neal In a pair of games this
weekend at the Arena.

dling 35 of the 45 Falcon
blasts.
Bowling Green played
virtually misconduct-free
hockey in being whistled for
only three penalties for six
minutes, while St. Clair found
themselves on the short end
six times for 20 minutes. Two

Hawks scalp Birds
The Hawks of St. Joseph
met the BG Falcons last night
and when the feathers settled
St. Joe's flew away with an
Impressive 86-71 victory.
St. Joe's dominated the
game In all
the vital
statistical categories. The
Hawks outrebounded the
Falcons by a 33-11 margin in
the first stanza and held a 5032 halftime lead.
St. Joe's substituted freely
midway through the second

half and at the seven minute
mark the Falcons began to
close the gap. The surge was
short lived, however, as the
Hawks reinserted their
starting lineup and regained
their shooting eye.
Shortly thereafter Falcon
center Jim Connally drew his
fifth personal foul and had to
watch the rest of the game
from the bench.
The Falcons played Inspired ball in the wanning

minutes of the game but just
when they seemed to get going
the Hawks regained their
composure.
With 4:30 left In the game
St. Joe's led 7640. The Falcons
missed several key free throws
late In the game which could
have made the score much
closer.
Falcon guard Rich Walker
had a season high of 31 points
and was joined in the double
figures category by Connally.
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FREDDIE FALCON may have to make long road trips with the
teams, take up a night or threw during the week, and the weekend
too. But maan, who can knock that if you've got the chance to cuddle
up with a cheerleader like Connie Harris...right onl
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Saga of Dave Wottle's
right knee-to be
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By Vin Mannlx
Assistant Sports Editor
last spring Dave Wottle
seemed to have a thing for
getting belted by errant
discuses, and being trampled
by other runners in the mile,
yet the gangling Bowling
Green Ail-American would
somehow manage to get back
into the race and gallop across
the tape before the rest of the
herd.
There's that AU-Amerlcan
pizzazz for ya.
Within the space of the past
three and a half weeks,

BOTTLE OF 100

however, that pizzau has
become more of a case of
frustration and anxiety for
Wottle.
"We had just started
winter workouts when my
right knee stiffened up during
this night class I've got," he
recalled. "The next day I was
heading to the Education
Building and it started to hurt
like hell."
Dave only got halfway
through that day's team
workout, so he saw the trainer
and decided to rest three days
and try again, but to no avail.
"The trainers couldn't say
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THE PROBLEM with Dave Wottle's right
knee is that he supposedly puts more weight
on it, favoring his left leg which he doesn't
seem to have here. "I dream about competition," he said, and hopefully, by the
grace of all the gods, he won't be just
dreaming about it much longer.
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exactly what it was. but two
possibilities they gave were an
irritation under the patella
i knee bone I, or a tendon under
the patella that's strained," he
explained.
Whether it reaUy is either
of these malconditions, or not,
the origin of Dave's "bad
wheel" might be traced to the
ankle injury he suffered late in
the cross country season.
"It was a stressed fracture
in the upper outside part of my
left ankle." he said.
"It
resulted from the pressure of
too much running."
Having not competed
within the last three months,
Dave favored his left leg when
he started to run hard again.
In doing so, he was running
unevenly, leaning heavily on
his right leg.
Ergo, the strained or
irritated something or other in
his right knee.
Prior to veing a physician
in Columbus this coming
Monday, Dave's been testing
his knee, but only gingerly.
"I really don't want to run
on it, but as long as it holds me
up, great," he said.
What isn't great about this
in Dave's mind is the competition he's missing, and the
hold up in readying for a
special "mission" four
Bowling Green milers will
undertake early this spring.
"If this keeps up, I'm
gonna be in trouble for the
relay season because we'll be
shooting for the world record
in the four mile relay," said
Dave. "I could be getting in
shape now, building up for it,
but..."
As far as competing in the
remainder of the indoor
season goes, Dave feels he
could tone up and get down to
a decent half mile in two
weeks. That is, "if" his knee
cooperates, and "if" Dave
gets the word from the man,
coach Mel Brodt.
"He hasn't been pressing
me because he can understand
what it's like with this knee,"
Dave said. "He told me to run
the way I feel, but mainly he
wants me to keep active, like
when I walk to class...walk
fast."
If you happen to see this
stiff-legged dude in a Bowling
Green varsity letter jacket,
about six foot, six foot one,
with a toothy grin under a
curly shock of honey-colored
hair, heading your way.please
step aside.
He's in a "special" kind of
hurry.

